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For most of us in North America, it’s an ordinary thing to go to the doctor when we’re sick or need treatment. It’s 
something we can easily take for granted. But it is not so in India.  Some families literally save their money for years 
just to be able to see a doctor or specialist in Indian villages. Others have to sell their land or worse, take money on 
high interest rates to be able to go and get medical treatment.  

What are the most common illnesses treated at medical camps?
May be the tragedy is that millions needlessly suffer and even die from illnesses that can be so easily avoided. 
Some of the most common diseases in India are curable—even preventable. But many are suffering and dying from 
these treatable ailments. Diarrhea, malaria, colds, coughs, yellow fever, severe headaches, eye disease, stomach 
problems, anemia and other diseases are frequently treated at medical camps. Patients with more serious issues, 
such as heart problems, gall stones or kidney failure, cancer are given instructions for further tests and treatment.

What is the impact of a medical camp on a family?
The impact of a medical camp can go far beyond a checkup or a round of antibiotics. Parents and children learn 
how to protect themselves from disease, which can influence lives years later. Medical camps also address false 
beliefs and fears about medicine that often hinder the sick or pregnant from seeking medical help. 

How does NMM-supported medical ministry strengthen poor communities?
A healthier family means more time spent at work instead of on sickbeds, more money spent on food and education 
instead of on medicine, and more hope for the future instead of premature death.  Thanks to you, our medical team 
was able to provide free examinations and prescriptions for thousands of patients who otherwise wouldn’t have 
access to care. Once again a BIG THANK YOU for supporting Grace Hospital and bringing these life-saving and life-
changing services to those in need around Northern India. 
Yours for the people of India,

Dr. Joy Punnoose
On behalf of Native Missionary Movement 



Medical Staff and the volunteers before they begin the camp



12 Camps
4850 Patients Treated
876 First timers!
690 Patients Referred
44 referred for cancer 
treatment
30 will need surgery





A special camp was conducted 
with the help of the GV Gokul 
Charitable Trust specialising in 
diagnosing and detecting cancer 
among rural patients.

This partnership is enabling the 
cancer patients to referred to 
the best treatment facilities 
available in the region.







Camp held in 
MUGHAL 
BHARA 
village



Two surgery camps have also been 
conducted in the recent past.  Thanks 
to the generous donations made 
available, the patients that have been 
identified in the field camps have been 
given free surgical help in the Grace 
Hospital. 



Camp at Dedhmaria





Camp at Bilwan



Camp at 
UNDRI



Camp at Indranagar



Medical equipment added

Phototherapy Machine Paediatric WarmerVentilator Unit



Medical camp during the Annual Convention



People traveled 
from far and wide 
to meet our 
doctors at the 
camp and be 
treated by them!  



We were able to 
care for the 
infants and older 
ones, male and 
female and none 
was sent back 
without love, 
care and a 
prayer



FOR MAKING IT POSSIBLE FOR THE THOUSANDS 
TO BE TOUCHED BY THE LOVE OF JESUS

On behalf of the Native Missionary Movement India family, we want to thank 
you for partnering with us and allowing us to bring healing to countless lives.  
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